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Abstract: Multiparty collaborative systems often deal with wicked sustainability challenges. Previous
research has emphasized the important role of stakeholder representation and participation in
comprehensive sustainability decisions. We report the results of an empirical test of the effect of
stakeholder participation on systemic goal achievement and on multiparty dynamics in a natural
experiment, using the results obtained through two simulations in which 44 professionals participated.
In one of the simulations a ‘party exclusion dynamic’ evolved. As the two simulations had a
similar baseline, the same number of participants distributed in a similar manner among seven
stakeholder parties in each simulation, we could test the effect of stakeholder participation on goal
achievement and systemic dynamics, using the other simulation as a comparison. Our results show
that stakeholder exclusion prevents systemic goal achievement, disrupts collaboration and induces
systemic powerlessness.
Keywords: participation; collaboration; multiparty systems; conflict; goal achievement;
inclusion-exclusion

1. Introduction
Sustainability challenges are often labeled as wicked problems [1,2], ranging from climate
change [3], to energy transitions [4] and urban development [5]. Wicked problems have the
following characteristics. First, they are ill-defined and multifaceted in that no single problem
definition or problem statement can be generated and agreed upon at the onset of the problem-solving
process [6]. They often contain multiple interconnected or overlapping sub-problems [7]. Second, the
problem-solving process is unstructured, dynamic and complex as it should accommodate different or
competing interests and divergent approaches to how the problem is to be addressed; the problem
constraints may change in time as various approaches are tried out [7,8]. Third, wicked problems
are persistent and the problem-solving process often has no stopping rule. In spite of the efforts,
resource deployment and persistence of the problem solvers, the wicked problems may not actually be
definitely solved [7,9]. Fourth, wicked problems usually involve various stakeholders with diverse
(sometimes divergent) interests and viewpoints that are difficult to reconcile and generate different
reference systems in which the problems are formulated (framed) and solutions are generated.
Given these characteristics, wicked sustainability challenges cannot be solved by individuals,
groups or organizations alone, but often require the collaborative efforts of various stakeholders.
As a consequence, a network approach [7,10] or multiparty collaboration process [11,12] have been
proposed as effective ways of dealing with wicked problems. In such multiparty systems, stakeholder
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participation is key to the problem-solving approach for wicked sustainability challenges. Stakeholder
participation increases the integrativeness and completeness of problem formulation. Early research on
participation in environmental sustainability challenges identified three main reasons why stakeholder
participation could lead to comprehensive (rational) decisions, namely substantive, normative and
instrumental [13]. From a substantive point of view participation is important because it increases the
amount of knowledge and expertise used to deal with sustainability challenges. From a normative
perspective, stakeholder participation is aligned with democratic principles of participation. Finally,
from an instrumental perspective, participation creates legitimacy for the identified solutions and
reduces resistance to change when these solutions are to be implemented [13]. More recent work on
the rationality of sustainability decisions emphasized the role of stakeholder participation as a means
towards achieving substantive and communicative rationality of such decisions [14]. Stakeholder
participation is therefore acclaimed overall as a precondition for successfully addressing wicked
sustainability problems [15,16]. Although the literature to date abounds with studies of stakeholder
participation in sustainability decisions [17], little empirical evidence exists to support the direct causal
association between stakeholder participation and the collaborative success of multiparty systems.
In this paper we provide a direct test of the effects of stakeholder participation in multiparty
systems on systemic goal achievement and emergence of collaboration and conflict in these systems.
The setting provided in the behavioral simulation used allows for the emergence of wicked problem-like
elements, as it involves a complex regional development situation (reducing water pollution, preventing
and lowering unemployment, stimulating sustainable tourism and fostering economic activity) that is
multifaceted with no single (best) way of dealing with the issues at hand. There are interdependencies
between all stakeholders, some stronger and some less strong. In order to explore and work with these
interdependencies full participation is needed. That is, all stakeholder parties should be engaged in
arriving at a joint problem formulation. How this is done, which within- and between-party dynamics
evolve and how these dynamics influence the problem formulation process, differs per simulation.
The simulation as such provides an opportunity to experience first-hand the dynamics and complexity
of collaboration. The experiential learning setting helps participants (managers and consultants)
understand how group dynamics plays out in multiparty systems [18].
The current paper is based on two simulation rounds, separated by a six-month interval. They
involved an equal number of participants and were based on the same structure and ground rules, yet
differed in that in one simulation strong exclusion dynamics were at play. That is, two of the seven
stakeholder parties were not invited to join the table in the plenary debates (incomplete stakeholder
participation) while in the other simulation all stakeholders were represented in the plenary meetings
(complete participation).
2. Participation in Multiparty Collaborative Systems
Multiparty systems are set out to deal with complex problems and decision situations. Such
systems are typically composed of various stakeholders that interact in order to develop a joint problem
formulation, generate solutions and make decisions [19]. In our paper we adopt the stakeholder
definition as put forth by Gray and Purdy [12] who, in the context of dealing with wicked problems
through multiparty systems, defined stakeholders as “all individuals, groups or organizations that
can directly influence the focal problem or issue by their actions or are directly influenced by actions
others take to address it” ([12], p.2). These interdependent stakeholders engage in interactions in
order to collaboratively arrive at a joint problem definition, a common purpose and a problem-solving
approach. Stakeholder participation and problem definition are therefore entwined, as an integrative
problem definition and a comprehensive decision-making process are possible only if all stakeholders’
interests are represented at the table, negotiated, discussed and ultimately integrated in the problem
space [12,17]. Although stakeholder participation is universally acclaimed as a prerequisite for effective
multiparty collaboration, literature to date lacks a systematic investigation of the causal effects of
stakeholder participation on systemic goal achievement and dynamics of multiparty systems.
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Multiparty collaboration, a key process for the functioning of these social systems, refers to “the
characteristic of an emerging and developing work-system of people who, because of their membership
in other groups, institutions or social categories, come to work together on a largely self-constructed
task or problem domain” ([20], p.164). For the purpose of this research we define the goal of such
multiparty collaborative systems as the creation of a collaborative space for all stakeholders to work on
a common problem definition and simultaneously find ways that their individual goals can jointly
be achieved. In such systems, collaboration is emergent and builds on the interactions that unfold
within groups (strategy formulation, goal setting, etc.) as well as between groups, in an attempt to
develop integrative problem definitions and solutions to address these (solutions in which the interests
and perspectives of all stakeholders are represented) [19,21,22]. Multiparty systems are relational
spaces [16] where collaborative problem-solving may emerge. Previous research on multiparty systems
explored the bottom-up and top-down relational influences in multiparty systems, showing that the
within-group dynamics have an impact on the larger system while the overall systemic dynamics
impact within-group interactions as well [23].
These complex dynamics are rooted in the social interdependence experienced by the stakeholders.
Social interdependence theory (SIT, [24]) argues that in social interactions, two forms of social
interdependence exist. Positive interdependence describes situations in which the stakeholders
involved are able to achieve their individual goals only to the extent to which all other stakeholders
can achieve their individual goals. Such positive interdependence is conducive for the emergence
of collaborative relations and interactions. Negative interdependence, on the other hand, reflects
situations in which stakeholders achieve their individual aims at the expense of the goal achievement of
the other parties. Such negative interdependence leads to conflictual relations and win–lose dynamics
in multiparty systems. Finally, independence means that the achievement of individual goals is not
dependent on other stakeholders [24,25]. Social interdependence is at the core of multiparty system
dynamics, as parties will engage in interpersonal, intra-party and inter-party interactions in function
of their perceived interdependence. In other words, collaborative efforts and collaborative problem
formulation attempts are driven by perceived positive interdependence, while conflictual relations are
usually spurred by perceived negative interdependence.
Problem formulation in multiparty systems is often fluid, includes multiple perspectives, requires
multiple resources and the commitment for action of multiple stakeholders involved [20]. Complex,
multi-faceted and ill-defined problems require substantial resources, expertise and insights. Moreover,
because problem formulation as well as the problem-solving approach have an emergent character
and are defined though interaction, stakeholder participation is of essence in achieving collaborative
synergy [21]. In an extensive analysis on various case studies of multiparty collaboration, Curs, eu and
Schruijer [17] emphasize the critical role of active stakeholder engagement for the success of multiparty
collaboration, arguing that when parties are excluded, systemic effectiveness is compromised. Based on
action research carried out in real multiparty systems, Huxham and Vangen [21] show that stakeholder
representation is one of the key factors that generates collaborative advantage or inertia. They show
that not involving the relevant stakeholders leads to suboptimal results or collaborative inertia, while
the involvement of all relevant stakeholders generates collaborative advantage. If relevant parties
participate in debates, the system engages in collaborative relations and has the potential to perform
effectively, while when stakeholder diversity is suppressed, the systemic results are likely to be
suboptimal [17].
If each relevant party is invited to participate and shares insights, interests and perspectives on the
issue at hand, the system as a whole may thus achieve cognitive synergy and can eventually come to an
integrative problem formulation [17,23]. Under such synergic conditions, the individual stakeholder
parties can better understand the complexity of the problem at hand, while they also become aware that
they depend on each other’s efforts to address the problem successfully. In other words, stakeholders
come to realize how they depend on others to achieve their aims (positive interdependence). They
need to engage in constructive conflict as they express and deal with the various perspectives and
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interests so as to arrive at a rich and inclusive problem definition. Collaborative efforts are fostered by
task disagreements that emerge when parties actively participate in the collaborative efforts and feel
empowered to act.
When relevant parties are excluded from the problem definition efforts, the included ones may be
(mis)led to believe that their perspective on the problem is the only or correct perspective. As argued
in Curs, eu and Schruijer [17], if participation is low and stakeholder diversity is suppressed (relevant
stakeholders are not included or their views are marginalized) the cognitive repertoire used by those
who are included to tackle complex issues is limited. If the complex task is framed based on a single
(or very limited) stakeholder perspective, the excluded parties may feel their interests are overlooked
and ultimately experience a lack of power to influence the situation while the dominant party may
erroneously assume that their problem definition is the only one, thus denying its interdependence
with the other stakeholders. Although full participation is not a goal in itself, task complexity
requires stakeholder involvement and working with all the interdependencies. In a fragmented
system, the participating parties may experience positive interdependence among themselves but
not with the ones that are excluded. Similarly, the excluded parties may experience some positive
interdependence with the other excluded stakeholders and negative interdependence with the ones
that dominate the collaborative efforts. Hence, fragmentation is not conducive for the emergence
of systemic empowerment (stakeholders’ shared perception that they have the power to influence
the outcomes of the joint task formulation and resolution), as the stakeholders that participate in the
problem formulation will ultimately monopolize power while the excluded stakeholders are likely to
feel powerless [26]. In short, stakeholder exclusion reduces the sense of empowerment and systemic
power and fosters negative interdependence and conflict in multiparty systems.
Based on the central arguments on stakeholder participation presented above and the insights
from social interdependence theory (SIT), we expect that participation of all parties that have a stake in
the issue fosters positive interdependence and limits negative interdependence in multiparty systems,
ultimately fostering the successful addressing of the issue that the parties are confronted with. Only
a wide stakeholder participation will allow the multiparty system to arrive at a problem definition
that includes all relevant aspects, and ultimately allow the stakeholders to find ways to achieve their
individual goals. In particular, we expect that positive interdependence, overall collaborativeness,
joint sense of power and systemic goal achievements (the generation of a collaborative space in which
a comprehensive problem definition is created) are higher in multiparty systems that involve all
stakeholder parties in the debates than in multiparty systems that exclude stakeholders. Moreover,
we expect that negative interdependence, overall conflictuality and perceived independence (each
party acts on its own) are higher in multiparty systems that exclude stakeholders than in multiparty
systems that do not exclude stakeholders. We set out to test these expectations in a field experiment
that occurred naturally as we were running a behavioral simulation on the dynamics of multiparty
relationships. We set out to explore the systemic consequences of spontaneous stakeholder exclusion
by comparing two behavioral simulations run with similar ground rules, yet differentiated by the
extent of stakeholder inclusion.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample
Forty-four professionals (managers and consultants, with an average age of 39.78 years)
participated in two simulations as part of a business school degree program at a large Dutch business
school. Each simulation had 22 participants and they were distributed in a similar way over seven
stakeholder groups (in each of the two simulations) according to their expressed preferences. No
individual roles were formally assigned to participants; they were only asked to identify as much as
possible with their stakeholder’s interests.
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3.2. Procedure
The behavioral simulation is a learning exercise to help participants gain experience with the
dynamics of multiparty interactions [20,23]. The simulation lasted two days, with the simulation
itself covering the first day and the morning of the second day, followed by a debriefing and joint
sense-making for the remainder of the second day. Two facilitators (the authors) observed the withinand between-group interactions during the simulation and offered feedback in the debriefing based on
their observations and based on the survey results that participants were asked to complete at three
times during the simulation.
The simulation describes a complex issue of regional development around the island of Kotlin
in the Gulf of Finland [20]. Seven stakeholders are involved and they do not receive any framing on
how they are to define the problem and to engage in solution finding. They are not asked to deliver
a solution—it is up to the participants to decide how they use their time. The general information
portrays various complex issues associated with the reduction of governmental subsidies for the local
economy, water pollution and unemployment that lead to the emergence of wicked problem-like
elements that the seven stakeholders have to address. The first stakeholder is the shipyard, the most
important employer on the island facing massive layoffs due to the dramatic decrease in orders from
their most important client, the navy. The shipyard interest is to regain their profitability. Public
authorities are the second stakeholder and they are facing serious socio-economic and environmental
challenges due to the looming unemployment and the severe pollution of the sea surrounding the
island. Three yacht clubs have each their own economic interest: an island-based yacht club intends to
expand its business, boat and customer base, a yacht club based in St Petersburg with access to lakes
with clean water on the mainland and a yacht club from Finland with an interest to partner with Russian
yacht clubs and expand their regional reach. The last two parties are a bank interested in long-term
investments and a club of private investors—rich entrepreneurs focused on obtaining short-term profits.
Each of the seven stakeholders has their own perspective, interests and representation of the “problem
space” and can interact with the other stakeholders to come to a joint problem formulation and find
plausible ways to deal with the issues at hand (or not). At the onset of the simulation participants
receive detailed brochures describing the situation in general terms and describing the perspective and
interests of their own party in particular (for more details see [20].
Parties also received information on the various challenges the region faces, ranging from
environmental problems to social and economic ones, making the simulation a context in which
elements of wicked-like sustainability problems easily emerge. The two facilitators do not interfere in
any way with the dynamics of the simulation. Each stakeholder group is informed that they can talk to
the other groups during so-called visiting times (with a maximum of three groups or representatives of
three groups being allowed to be present at the same time in the same room) and during the town
hall meetings in which each of the seven stakeholders can delegate a representative to the table (the
remaining members can sit behind them and communicate with their representatives via notes). At the
onset of the simulation the facilitators present the agenda in which the time intervals for visiting and
town hall meetings are specified. Except for this time structure and a few ground rules for interaction
the participants are fully in charge of the process. Usually the public authorities, one of the parties, take
the initiative to organize the town hall meetings and invite the stakeholders to attend these meetings
during the first visiting session. In one of the two simulations the public authorities only invited two
other parties to attend the first town hall meeting and did not invite two of the stakeholders to any
of the five town hall meetings. This particular dynamic created a “natural experiment” setting that
allowed us to compare the results of the self-reports on social interdependence and systemic dynamics
as they evolved in the two simulations.
The participants were asked to fill out surveys at three points in time and the results of these
surveys were used as part of the debriefing session during the second day. The first survey asked
participants to express their expectations about the simulation dynamics and was filled out after the
groups read the information presented in the booklets and prepared their strategy in a first within-group
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meeting (yet before any intergroup interaction). In other words, the first survey captured participants’
expectations for within-group as well as between-group interactions. The second survey was filled
out after the intergroup interactions started, namely after the second town hall meeting (it captured
participants’ experiences of intergroup interactions) and the third survey was filled out at the end of
the last town hall meeting and assessed the participants’ experiences at the end of the simulation. This
distribution of the surveys allowed us to establish a baseline (surveys filled out at time 1 capturing
expectations and those filled at time 2 capturing perceptions after initial interactions) and then compare
the two simulations at time 3 after the simulation ended. The number of participants was equal in
both simulations and the simulation structure was the same, therefore systematic differences that are
observed at the end of the simulation are likely to at least partially reflect the impact of differentiated
stakeholder participation in the two simulations.
3.3. Measures
Social interdependence was evaluated with three items capturing the three forms of interdependence
described by Deutsch [24], namely positive interdependence (“my interest party can achieve its interests
only if the other parties achieve their own interests—we will gain only if others will gain as well”),
negative interdependence (“my interest party can achieve its interests only at the expense of the other
parties—we will gain more only if others will gain less”) and independence (“my interest party can
achieve its interests on its own—we do not need the other parties”). Answers were recorded on a
five-points Likert scale (1—fully disagree to 5—fully agree).
Systemic power was evaluated using a round robin procedure and each participant was asked to
evaluate the power for their own party as well as for all the other parties in the simulation (“please
evaluate how much power you think each of the parties has. The evaluations range from 0—No power
at all to 5—a very powerful party”). The evaluations received for all parties were averaged to get an
indication of the systemic power perceived by participants in each of the two simulations.
Systemic collaborativeness was also evaluated using a round robin procedure and the participants
were asked to evaluate the collaborativeness of their own party and each of the other parties as well
(“please evaluate how collaborative you think each party will be/is/was. The evaluations range from
0—not collaborative at all to 5—very collaborative”). As for power, the answers were aggregated
across parties in the simulation in order to obtain a generic indicator of systemic collaborativeness, per
simulation as perceived by each participant.
Systemic conflictuality was evaluated using a round robin procedure and the participants were
asked to evaluate how conflictual they perceived each stakeholder party to be (“please evaluate how
conflictual you think each party will be / is / was. The evaluations range from 0—not conflictual at all to
5—very conflictual”). Scores were aggregated across parties to obtain an overall score of conflictuality
for each of the two simulations.
Systemic goal achievement was also evaluated using a round robin technique and each participant
was asked to evaluate the extent to which each stakeholder party achieved their goal during the
simulation (at the onset of the simulation, we evaluated the expectations of goal achievement) (“do
you think the interest parties (including yours) will achieve/achieved their goals so far/in the end?
The evaluations range from 0—not at all to 5—completely”). Scores were aggregated across parties
to obtain a systemic indicator of goal achievement in each of the two simulations as perceived by
each participant.
Participant observation notes were used to back up some of the interpretations derived from
analyzing the quantitative data. Two observers (the authors) took detailed notes during the multiparty
interactions (both in the visiting as well as the plenary meetings). From these notes that included
verbatim statements made by participants during interactions, we selected a number of quotes in order
to further illustrate the results.
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4. Results
Data was analyzed using MANOVA (multi-variate analysis of variance) with the two simulations
as a factor (complete versus incomplete stakeholder participation) and the three types of social
interdependence, systemic collaborativeness, conflictuality, power and goal achievement as dependent
variables. The MANOVA results are presented in Table 1. They reflect the comparison between the
participants in the two simulations (complete versus incomplete participation). The first column
(expectations) reflects the baseline condition in that participants shared their expectations in the absence
of any intergroup interactions, the second column reports comparisons after initial interactions started
while the results in the last column reflect the outcomes at the end of the simulation.
Table 1. MANOVA results comparing the two simulations.
Expectations (Time 1)

During Interactions
(Time 2)

At the End of the
Simulation (Time 3)

Negative
interdependence

F(1,42) = 2.46 (p = 0.12),
η2 = 0.05, π = 0.33

F(1,42) = 0.02 (p = 0.87), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.05

F(1,42) = 0.01 (p = 0.90), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.05

Positive interdependence

F(1,42) = 0.13 (p = 0.71),
η2 = 0.00, π = 0.06

F(1,42) = 0.28 (p = 0.59), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.08

F(1,42) = 4.40 (p = 0.04),
η2 = 0.09, π = 0.53

Independence

F(1,42) = 0.00 (p = 1.0), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.00

F(1,42) = 0.02 (p = 0.88), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.05

F(1,42) = 4.25 (p = 0.04),
η2 = 0.09, π= 0.52

Systemic power

F(1,42) = 0.48 (p = 0.48),
η2 = 0.01, π = 0.10

F(1,42) = 2.31 (p = 0.13), η2
= 0.05, π = 0.31

F(1,42) = 4.21 (p = 0.04),
η2 = 0.09, π = 0.51

Systemic
collaborativeness

F(1,42) = 0.06 (p = 0.80),
η2 = 0.00, π = 0.05

F(1,42) = 0.12 (p = 0.72), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.06

F(1,42) = 4.20 (p = 0.04),
η2 = 0.09, π = 0.51

Systemic conflictuality

F(1,42) = 1.40 (p = 0.24),
η2 = 0.03, π = 0.21

F(1,42) = 2.20 (p = 0.14), η2
= 0.05, π = 0.30

F(1,42) = 0.15 (p = 0.69), η2
= 0.00, π = 0.06

Systemic goal
achievement

F(1,42) = 1.54 (p = 0.22),
η2 = 0.03, π = 0.22

F(1,42) = 10.23 (p = 0.003),
η2 = 0.19, π = 0.87

F(1,42) = 14.18 (p = 0.001),
η2 = 0.25, π = 0.95

Note: for simplicity, the significant results are presented in bold.

As indicated by the MANOVA results presented in Table 1, at the onset of the simulation, no
significant differences were obtained between the two simulations for any of the dependent variables
considered in the study. This first set of analyses reflects the common baseline for the two simulations,
supported by the fact that in terms of expectations, the participants did not differ significantly in
the two simulations. For the second round of evaluations, the same pattern of results is observed,
showing that after the second town hall meeting, the two simulations did not differ significantly in the
experienced social interdependence, systemic power, conflict and collaborativeness. The exception is
systemic goal achievement for which we observed significant differences, F(1,42) = 10.23 (p = 0.003),
η2 = 0.19, observed power π = 0.87, showing that participants in the simulation that excluded parties
from the town hall meetings reported a significantly lower systemic goal achievement (M = 1.55,
SD = 1.16) than participants in the simulation that did not exclude any stakeholder parties from the
town hall meetings (M = 2.50, SD = 0.74). At the end of the simulation significant differences were
obtained for all dependent variables with the exception of negative interdependence and systemic
conflictuality. That means the two simulations did not differ significantly in the extent to which
participants perceived negative interdependence and conflict in the simulation. The participants in the
simulation that excluded the parties from the town hall meetings reported significantly lower positive
interdependence (M = 3.00, SD = 1.15) and higher independence (M = 2.09, SD = 0.92) than participants
in the simulation that did not exclude stakeholder parties from the town hall meetings (for positive
interdependence M = 3.68, SD = 0.99 and for independence M = 1.59, SD = 0.66). Moreover, participants
in the simulation that excluded stakeholders reported less overall systemic power (M = 2.47, SD = 0.71)
and lower collaborativeness (M = 2.57, SD = 1.05) than participants in the simulation that did not
exclude stakeholders (for systemic power M = 2.85 and SD = 0.51, and for collaborativeness M = 3.09
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and SD = 0.54). Finally, the greatest difference was observed for systemic goal achievement, in that
participants in the simulation that excluded stakeholders reported lower levels of systemic goal
achievement (M = 2.31, SD = 1.02) than participants in the simulation that did not exclude stakeholders
(M = 3.25, SD = 0.55). As also indicated in the trends depicted in Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4
Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7, in general, the results supported our expectations with the exception of
negative interdependence and conflict.

Figure 1. Means of positive interdependence in the two simulations across time (* mean difference is
significant at p < 0.05).

Figure 2. Means of negative interdependence in the two simulations across time.
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Figure 3. Means of social independence in the two simulations across time (* mean difference significant
at p < 0.05).

Figure 4. Means of systemic power in the two simulations across time (* mean difference significant at
p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. Means of systemic collaborativeness in the two simulations across time (* mean difference
significant at p < 0.05).

Figure 6. Means of systemic conflictuality in the two simulations across time.
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Figure 7. Means of systemic goal achievement in the two simulations across time (* mean difference
significant at p < 0.01).

5. Discussion
Our paper reports one of the first empirical studies that directly test, in an experimental design, the
causal association between stakeholder participation and collaborative success in multiparty systems.
The natural experiment setting was created by the fact that the public authorities excluded relevant
stakeholders in one of the two simulations. Although the public authorities do not have a formal
leadership role in the simulation, this party takes the lead in inviting the participants to the town hall
meetings. Excerpts from their internal discussion reveal their exclusive invitation strategy in one of the
simulations: (member 1) “there are five meetings. How to invite? A party per meeting?”; (another
member) “first where the need is highest. Shipyards”; . . . (member 1) “we invite for the common good.
Is everyone welcome, that is the question. I do not want the rich ones. Do we want a ‘Poolse landdag’
[unstructured, chaotic meeting—PC and SS]? Or first the big parties. And those with whom we already
have a collaboration: shipyards and Kronshtadt [the yacht club on the island—PC and SS]. What do
we do with Finlandia? Already in this phase at the table? So first the island-bound parties?”; (another
member) “yes the biggest! Shipyards and Kronshtadt. With those we have a relationship. We will
ask Kronshtadt to start a relationship with MBP and Finlandia [the yacht clubs located outside the
island—PC and SS]). How realistic is it that yacht clubs sit at the table with public authorities?” At
the end of another internal meeting of the public authorities one member concluded: “I already told
the other parties how we are going to deal with it. If we do it differently, it is not reliable. Whom do
we invite? Shipyards and Kronshtadt. And then together we will explore who else”. Eventually, the
first town hall of this simulation started with just three parties at the table (the public authorities, the
shipyard and the island yacht club) and at the subsequent town hall meetings two stakeholders were
never invited, namely the two yacht clubs located outside the island. In the other simulation, all parties
were invited to attend all five town hall meetings. This difference in participation created a natural
experiment in which we could explore the causal association between stakeholder participation and
the collaborative success of multiparty systems.
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Our results support the positive effect of stakeholder participation on positive social
interdependence and in general did not support a significant effect of stakeholder participation
on negative interdependence. The fact that the participants in the simulation that excluded relevant
stakeholders did not report more negative interdependence and systemic conflictuality than the ones
in the simulation with full participation could be explained by the fact that stakeholder exclusion
artificially reduced conflict around the table and the perception of negative interdependence. The most
notable effect of stakeholder exclusion was on systemic goal achievement. Already in the second survey,
after the second town hall meeting, participants in the simulation that excluded parties from their task
formulation and problem-solving efforts reported lower goal achievement than the participants in the
simulation in which all stakeholders were included. This difference was further accentuated at the
end of the simulation. Shortly put, stakeholder exclusion prevents all parties involved from achieving
their aims.
This result goes hand in hand with a systematic decrease over time of reported positive
interdependence observed in the simulation that excluded stakeholders, while in the simulation in
which all stakeholders participated in the town hall meetings the perception of positive interdependence
was rather stable in time (see Figure 1). If stakeholders fail to realize that they need each other in order
to come up with a joint task definition and problem framing, the multiparty system cannot generate a
comprehensive analysis of the situation and the problem formulation includes only the interests of the
parties present at the table. This is reflected in one of the statements of the public authorities in the
first town hall attended by the shipyard and yacht club on the island: “we need to see from a public
perspective how things work out as what we are facing is an important public issue for the island. Then
we need to decide how to move forward and how we can involve the others”. This statement already
formulates the joint problem as an “island issue” and excludes the “non-islander” stakeholders—an
island framing excluded the regional players from the beginning and thus prevented the parties from
fully exploring all possible interdependencies. This framing can be rather persistent as at the onset of
the second town hall, the public authorities started with the following opening statement: “welcome
all to our second meeting in which we should discuss about the future of our wonderful island”. This
framing illustrates the reduction of the regional focus to a restricted focus on the island alone.
The exclusion of relevant stakeholders reduces empowerment as illustrated by the fact that
systemic power decreases constantly over time in the simulation in which relevant stakeholders were
excluded (see Figure 4). Lack of perceived power reduces the agency that the stakeholders have in
dealing with the task. When only some of the stakeholders are represented in the town hall, the
excluded participants can only watch from the sidelines how the protagonists at the table attempt
to generate a shared problem definition. Most certainly this generates a sense of powerlessness and
helplessness in dealing with the task. A short discussion in the group representing the bank right
after the first town hall in which they did not participate reflects this aspect: “(member 1) I would
have liked to participate in the town hall; (member 2) yes, but they have sent us away, who are public
authorities anyway?; (member 2) the public authorities is a very powerful party as they give permits if
companies want to develop business on the island; (member 1) yes, but we as a bank also evaluate
plans; (member 2) so should we participate in the next town hall meeting?; (member 1) no, I think we
should follow it from the audience; (member 2) but this will exclude us from the plans that are made
and I think we are here to take part in the town hall meetings as well; (member 1) in the town hall
meeting no clear deals will be made among the parties anyway”.
This dynamic ultimately breaks the integrity of the system as illustrated by the systematic increase
of social independence illustrated in Figure 3. A system in which parties perceive their interests to
be independent cannot generate a collaborative setting in which comprehensive understanding of
the situation at hand can be produced. The decrease of systemic collaborativeness (see Figure 5) in
time also supports this claim. True collaboration only emerges in the presence of task conflict. Parties
have to engage with each other and explore their interdependencies in order to build the relational
synergy that ultimately will help them formulate the problem and find solutions [17]. The process of
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finding a joint goal or a shared problem definition is not easy even when all stakeholders participate.
As illustrated in Figure 7 the evaluations of goal achievement drop from time 1 to time 2 for both
simulations (more accentuated in the case of the simulation with low participation), showing that when
parties start talking to each other and discover the complexity of their interdependencies, the initial
expectations concerning goal achievement recede. In other words, if initially all stakeholders in both
simulations believe there is a reasonable chance they will achieve their aims, after the second town hall,
when complexity sets in, goal achievement scores drop significantly, and this drop is more accentuated
in the simulation in which stakeholders were excluded from the town hall meetings. It is only at time 3
when parties have managed to explore more fully their interdependencies that evaluations of goal
achievement increase again, for the simulation with full participation to a much larger extent than for
the simulation with low participation.
Although the practical implications of these results are straightforward, stakeholder participation
is not easy to achieve. Stakeholders have to understand the value of sharing their insights, interests
and assets and thus possibly becoming vulnerable to the actions of others. Coping with a diversity
of interests and opinions is difficult and the emerging complexity may push stakeholders to believe
that it is too difficult if not impossible to generate a joint problem definition, and as such they tend
to focus on their individual goals or to reduce the complexity by focusing on partnering with just
a few other stakeholders. Such an explanation is supported by the systematic decrease in systemic
conflictuality and the increase in perceived independence. Parties seem to drift apart as the simulation
evolves, to focus on simpler, more manageable collaborative relations that ultimately prevent them from
achieving greater systemic collaborative goals. It is important to create awareness of such dynamics
in multiparty systems, in order to support full participation and to prevent the detrimental effects of
systemic fragmentation.
Limitations and Future Research Directions
Our paper has several limitations. First, we have used a natural experiment setting to make a
comparison between two simulations that differed in how stakeholders were involved in the multiparty
task. Although the baseline with respect to the dependent variables that we have evaluated show no
systematic differences between the two simulations at the onset, it is possible that there have been
additional factors that have impacted the scores on the dependent variables that we did not account
for in our analyses. Second, the sample size is rather limited as only 44 professionals took part in
our study. Based on a G-power estimation for a design such as ours (with an expected power of 0.95
and α = 0.05), the estimated total sample size is 46 participants. In our paper we report a natural
experiment, therefore we could not influence the total sample size, yet the sample size used in our
study is not far from the required sample size estimated using G-power. Nevertheless, future research
should attempt the replication of these results using larger samples and potentially in other settings as
well. Third, we have used a behavioral simulation that relies on a particular context and task (a regional
development issue) and beyond the benefits of using the same task structure and the same stakeholders
for the sake of comparison, we have to also acknowledge that the specific task used is a boundary
condition and limitation of our study. Fourth, our study took place in a naturalistic setting in which
the “manipulation” occurred naturally and we had to rely on a between-participants experimental
design. In such a design individual differences may play a role in how individuals engage in social
interactions and these differences could be an alternative explanation of our findings. However, in
line with social interdependence theory, expectations are the roots of social interactions [27]. Thus in
social settings individuals behave in line with their interpersonal expectations of positive or negative
interdependence. In our study the baseline shows that the participants in the two simulations did not
differ in their expectations at the onset of the simulation. Moreover, at time 2, after the interactions
started, the differences in the dependent variables (with the exception of systemic goal achievement)
were still not significant as illustrated by the results presented in Table 1. Therefore, we can state
that both simulations have similar starting points with respect to expectations and initial interactions.
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Future research could however use within-participant designs to fully account for the potential effects
of individual differences. Another boundary condition refers to the stakeholders to be included in the
multiparty system and the way they are selected in real-life settings. Our study allowed us to control
for this aspect as the same stakeholders were represented in the two situations and they had similar
instructions and ground rules for interaction. Stakeholder selection, however, is a key issue that will
influence participation in the later stages of collaboration. As we have argued, collaboration is an
emergent phenomenon in such complex systems and the characteristics of the task are likely to impact
on how collaborative synergies are created.
6. Conclusions and Practical Implications
Our paper has important theoretical and empirical implications for the exploration of stakeholder
participation in multiparty systems. It is one of the first empirical papers to probe the causal association
between stakeholder participation and collaborative success in multiparty systems. Literature to
date focused on non-experimental studies (based on surveys and case studies) that cannot fully
account for the causal role of stakeholder participation in collaborative success in multiparty systems.
Our results further support the claim that stakeholder participation is a precondition for achieving
substantive rationality in sustainability decisions [14,17]. Moreover, we bring further support for
the social interdependence theory by showing that stakeholder participation has opposite effects on
the two forms of interdependence as described in SIT. As stipulated in SIT incomplete participation
decreases positive interdependence and increases negative interdependence, ultimately preventing
the system to achieve its collaborative goals. In line with previous claims [28,29] our paper advocates
the integration of theories from social and applied psychology with the ones emerging in the field
of sustainability in order to better understand the dynamics of collaboration in multiparty systems
dealing with sustainability challenges.
Our results also have important implications for policy makers. When facing the challenges of
wicked problems, multiparty collaboration is imperative and wide stakeholder participation is of
essence. We are aware that in real-life collaborative settings, deciding on stakeholder representation
is not a trivial task [21]. The selection of relevant stakeholders should ensure sufficient resources,
expertise and insights into the task at hand in order to generate an integrative problem formulation.
Moreover, the participation of representatives should be balanced in terms of status differences in
order to make sure that the diversity of views and interests is actually expressed [17,21]. Although the
regional development concern in the simulation does not depict a wicked problem per se, the emergent
problem-solving process has the potential of becoming wicked as group dynamics often complicate
the rational analysis of the situation at hand. The policy implications speak to multiparty systems
and may also have implications for particular cases of wicked problems. It is important to make sure
that stakeholder representation and participation is as complete as possible. Multiparty facilitators
can support the increasing complexity as a consequence of wider stakeholder participation through
establishing ground rules, making process interventions and jointly reviewing the dynamics [30].
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